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Back in the day, Guts the Black Swordsman was a top slayer for The Band of the Hawk, an elite
mercenary unit led by Griffith, whose calm demeanor and callow beauty belied his fighting
prowess and steel will. While in a king’s employ, the attraction between the king’s daughter and
Griffith and the growing favor of the king towards the Hawk leader raises the hackles of the king’s
jealous son, who plots to have Griffith summarily assassinated. But if the plot fails, the king’s son
will likely have to deal with Guts and his titanic broadsword, and the results of such
confrontations are rarely pretty... or easy to clean up.
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bdlk, “If you already got this far, then there's no .... If you already got this far, then there's no
reason to tell you that you need to buy more! But I refuse! The more money you give Miura, the
more he plays Idolm@ster, at this rate the series will never be completed!!”

Elijah, “Fantastic. Yet another great volume I loved Griffith he's such a great villain to hate rip
kentaro miura you gave us a masterpiece”

Dan The Man, “Amazing story!!!. This is one of my favorite anime series of all time. Finding out it
has a manga with more story and more content made my year. The story is riveting and
developed. The pace is steady and the villains are amazingly evil. I'm thoroughly enjoying my
read of this manga.”

DanieB, “Was exactly as expected.. Came in as expected.”

Cesar, “Amazing Art & Story. Came in great condition, fairly protected and the book itself was
magnificent. Will be getting more volumes!”

Manuel, “Awesome series!!! I just wish they would bring it back. The tv show destroyed my heart
and these novels take the experience even deeper and of course theyve once again ripped out
my heart chewed it up and spit it out..YES ITS THAT INDEPTH OF A STORY...I wouldnt
recommend these novels to kids and it does have a mature theme to it.”

Aaron, “Volume 6 of Berserk is as beautiful as every other volume of the series. Volume 6 of
Berserk is as beautiful as every other volume of the series. The artistic abilities of Kentaro Miura
are fabulous, as well as his powerful ability to tell a story. The characters that you've come to
know (Guts, Griffith, Casca and many more!) continue their development, and continue on their
paths towards what they truly desire.”

Frieda1234, “Got as gift. Good buy!. Got for my partner who loves anime and is a super fan! He
loves the artwork and says theres alot of information in the comic that isn't in the berserk films.
He says the comics are defiantly worth the buy, if your a fan of berserk. Says there also very
quick reads, he read 3 in a day no problem.thats how much he loves it!”

Tobias, “Five Stars. :D”

Paul Grant, “Five Stars. Item arrived on time and as described. Thanks.”

tomasgueifao, “Five Stars. Very good story”



CONNIE, “Five Stars. Very happy with my purchase.  Thank you.”

The book by Kentaro Miura has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 982 people have provided feedback.
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